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Lotto Carpet Design by Christopher Robin Andrews 



Weaver working on a Lotto Design 



Lotto Carpet Design by Christopher Robin Andrews 



Although I first sketched these patterns freehand, following Alexander's directions, I quickly came to see 
that the precision offered by using the warp and weft framework allowed me to understand more exactly 
how the shape structure worked.  And although the geometric line was initially elusive, I soon found 
myself transcending these difficulties and getting into a kind of meditative trance as I worked within the 
orthogonal grid.  I started off by working in black and white, and another breakthrough occurred when I 
added color to the process--it then felt like each "knot" was a little piece of light, and the placement of 
each became a kind of magical "game", where I was constantly asking myself, moment to moment, does 
this piece go here or there, as each "move" shifted the centers and alternating figures and lattices of the 
larger shapes. 
 
As I was working within this grid structure, painting with these little pieces of light (literally as pixels 
when I had moved from working freehand to graph paper to doing my drawings on a computer screen) I 
thought as well about how the weavers physically worked with the knots of wool, placing them in a row 
after row along each previous weft. 
 
I later learned, once I became more familiar with the pile carpet hand weaving technology, that a weaver 
will typically place all the black knot outlines in a row first, as that then allows her to readily and quickly 
fill in the internal spaces with the colored yarns.  And also critically in terms of design, as I will touch on 
later, these black outlines facilitate the two dimensional illusion of the overlapping Arabesque. 



Lotto Carpet Detail 



Lotto Carpet Interlace Motives 



Construction and finish detials 



Turkish Village Elders Tending Sheep 



Turkish Village Elders weaving yarns with drop spindles 



Mustafa dying yarns with Indigo 



The dyer’s son learning  his father’s art 



Handspun naturally dyed wool (Star Ushak cartoon in background) 



Mustafa preparing carpet for washing 



Weaver working on Chintamani carpet 



Small Pattern Holbein Carpet Design by Christopher Robin Andrews 



Small Pattern Holbein Carpet Details 



Like the Lotto, this design also is reinforced by the orthogonal grid of the warp and weft, but unlike the 
Lotto it confines its transgression of the grid strictly to 45 degree angles and the relatively regular shapes 
that result from that geometry.  The quality of "life" in this pattern comes rather from the counterchange 
variation in the color itself, in which no two medallions are exactly alike in terms of color.  In the larger 
field the layout simultaneously and subtly reinforce the 45 degree angles.  What happens through this 
dynamic is that this carpet feels like it is literally moving, shimmering or shimmying as you look at it.  It 
"excites" the eye and mind in a kind of an "op art" effect.  The harlequin effect is strengthened by the 
choice of the dark blue background.  As Alexander and others have pointed out, the choice of colors in a 
carpet design (and especially in these Classical design types) is not arbitrary, it is in fact a critical part 
of the carpets deep structure, resonance and persistance. 
 
A significant detail that we see in these Lotto and Holbein carpets are these illusionistic" overlapping of 
the arabesque lattice elements.  This suggests a highly sophisticated design approach, including genesis 
within "court" circles rather than among "Village" or even "Town" weaving workshops.  This is not to 
say that the surviving carpets were woven in Court workshops, but rather the reverse, that the design 
pattern originated in the court, and thus that actually all the surviving carpets were probably 
"Workshop" "copies".  My own conjecture is that the original Court designs were woven in silk, which 
although considered more luxurious, is far less durable, and that none of these silk originals have 
survived. 



Small Pattern Holbein Interlace Drawing 



Seljuk Interlace in Stonework (Konya Museum) 



The carpet design that illustrates probably the most advanced example of this overlapping lattice are the 
series of carpets known as "Para-Mamluk" or "Damascus" carpets, named after what is thought to be the 
place of their origins, alternately in Egypt or in Syria.  These carpets are extremely rare, with only a 
half dozen examples extant, although there are many examples of similar designs which do not exhibit the 
elaborate interlacing character.  These related designs are often called "Large Pattern Holbein" after 
their appearance in that Renaissance artist's paintings, most notably "The Ambassadors".  It should also 
be noted that a carpet almost exactly of this particular design appears in two paintings by Sofonisba 
Anguissola, the noted women Renaissance painter.  



Para-Mamluk Medallion with Interlace Motives 



Para-Mamluk  Carpet Design by Christopher Robin Andrews 



Julia Set fractal pattern 



Julia Set fractal pattern 



Lotto Pattern Interlace 



Wool Fiber Structure Diagram 



Pile Carpet Weaving Structures 



Medallion Ushak Carpet Design by Christopher Robin Andrews 



Medallion Ushak Carpet Design by Christopher Robin Andrews 



Medallion Ushak Carpet Detail 
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